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Abstract
Concerns	
  about air	
  pollution, congestion, and	
  climate change in the U.S. have
prompted all levels of government to consider a variety	
  of policies to reduce	
  vehicle
dependence and fuel consumption. There are many policy instruments available to address
these negative externalities, including	
  gasoline or VMT taxes, fuel economy standards, public
transportation investments and changes in urban design. This paper aims to inform	
  the
policy discussion by examining spatial variation in vehicle miles traveled (VMT) and fuel
consumption across zip codes in California. Using a uniquely rich dataset composed of	
  VMT
estimates for all vehicles in the state along with data	
  on	
  fuel economy, land use,
demographics, fuel prices and measures of local/regional access,	
  a reduced-‐form	
  analysis is
conducted to estimate elasticities for VMT and fuel consumption with respect	
  to fuel
economy, fuel prices, public transportation access and characteristics of the built
environment.	
  Separate analyses are performed for California as a whole, the San Francisco	
  
Bay Area and the South Coast.	
  The methods used incorporate spatial	
  lags of key	
  explanatory	
  
variables	
  to capture spillover effects and use spatial autoregressive models to control for an
unobserved spatial	
  dynamics. We estimate the short-‐run price	
  elasticity	
  of gasoline	
  to	
  be	
  -‐
0.25 and suggest	
  that	
  increasing	
  average on-‐road	
  fuel economy by 10% would reduce fuel	
  
consumption in California by 13.8%.	
   Regional results	
  show that vehicle use in the	
  SF Bay	
  
area	
  is attributable to high densities and use of other transportation modes, while variation	
  
in driving behavior	
  in Southern	
  California is largely	
  explained by differences in accessibility.
Introduction
The use of personal automobiles in the United States accounts for a significant amount of the
nation’s primary energy consumption and is also responsible	
  for several negativ
externalities	
  including traffic	
  congestion, carbon emissions,	
  local air pollutants and vehicle-‐
related accidents. Governments (federal, state and local) have used a variety	
  of polic
instruments aimed at reducing the impact of these externalities,	
  including fuel taxes, fuel	
  
economy standards, public transportation	
  services,	
  congestion	
  charges and changes to	
  the	
  
built environment (e.g. “Smart Growth” strategies).	
   With legislation	
  such as the Global
Warming Solutions Act (AB32) and the Sustainable Communities and Climate Protection Act
(SB375), California has committed to reducing its carbon emissions from	
  the transportation
sector (Bedsworth,	
  Hanak,	
  and	
  Kolko	
  2011).	
   Understanding	
  and quantifying	
  the	
  
relationships	
  between key variables and travel	
  behavior	
  has	
  been	
  the	
  subject of many recent
empirical studies, but any consensus on the relative impacts and magnitudes of these
relationships remains lacking. Furthermore, empirical studies tend to focus on the impact of

a single policy instrument, which further complicates any potential comparisons across
studies.	
  
Our aim	
  is to contribute	
  to the policy discussion	
  by using robust econometric methods to
examine spatial	
  variation	
  in vehicle	
  use and fuel consumption across zip	
  codes in	
  California.	
  
There are	
  three	
  specific research	
  questions	
  that are	
  addressed
1. How do VMT and Fuel Consumption vary across CA?
2. What are the elasticities of VMT and fuel consumption with respect to variables that
can be	
  influenced	
  by	
  policies?
3. What	
  is the spatial	
  incidence of various policy instruments?
a. What are the magnitudes of expected benefits?
b. Does the	
  effectiveness	
  of a particular	
  policy	
  depend	
  on the	
  area in which	
  it is
implemented?
This paper differentiates itself from	
  the literature in two key ways. First, the data used for
this analysis is extremely unique in terms of its richness and geographic coverage. Utilizing
SmogCheck data from	
  the entire state of California, odometer readings are used to estimate
VMT	
  for all registered vehicles in the state.	
   These vehicle-‐level estimates of VMT are then
aggregated according to the home zip code of the vehicle, which is obtained from	
  DMV
records. Matching vehicles to EPA	
  data containing fuel economy information further allows
us to estimate the amount of fuel each vehicle consumes over the course of a year. These
estimates are an upgrade over surveys,	
  travel	
  diaries and simulations because	
  they are
based on measured VMT that is not self-‐reported and represent a longer period of time over
which the data	
  were collected. Because	
  the data	
  includes nearly all vehicles in	
  the state,	
  
regional analyses	
  can also	
  be	
  conducted. In addition to	
  this	
  extensive	
  VMT	
  data, we	
  also	
  
construct density variables based on satellite imagery to supplement more traditional
density measures based on housing	
  units or population.
The second unique feature of this paper has to do with its methodology. Almost all recent
studies of relationships between land use and travel behavior use multivariate regression
analysis to estimate the parameters of interest.	
   To control for self-‐selection	
  bias,	
  
socioeconomic/demographic variables are typically included in the model, residential and
travel decisions are modeled jointly or instrumental variables is used. This paper controls
for self-‐selection	
  bias	
  using	
  socioeconomic variables, but also tests for spatial dependence in
the data and uses spatial econometric methods to control for any such dependence that may
exist.	
   Incorporating	
  the	
  spatial nature	
  of the	
  data i an	
  appealing	
  approach	
  because	
  travel
behavior	
  is	
  inherently	
  spatial.	
   Unobserved	
  shocks that affect VMT in one zip code may also
affect	
  VMT in	
  neighboring	
  zip	
  codes and factors	
  such	
  as	
  density,	
  fuel price	
  and	
  access	
  to	
  
public transportation	
  may exhibit spillover	
  effects	
  into	
  surrounding areas.	
   If these	
  “spatial
lags” in either the regressors or error term	
  are indeed important, then the assumptions of
traditional econometrics are violated and parameter estimates using	
  OLS will be biased,	
  
inconsistent and	
  inefficient (Dubin	
  1988).	
  
Literature	
  Review

Researchers from	
  a plethora of disciplines have studied personal	
  vehicle use,	
  gasoline	
  
markets, the environmental impacts of automobiles and transportation	
  policy in the United
States for decades. The literature	
  is both wide and deep, addressing everything from	
  
determinants of individual trip	
  behavior, to the health costs of NOx emissions, to the impacts
of gasoline price spikes on the macroeconomy. This section aims to highlight a few of the
active branches of this literature that are most	
  relevant	
  for this paper,	
  while acknowledging
the omission of many others.
One topic that frequently receives the attention of economists studying	
  transportation	
  is the	
  
gasoline tax.	
   In the U.S., both federal and state governments levy gasoline taxes. Raising the
cost of driving is justified as a means of reducing local and global air pollutants, foreign	
  oil
dependence,	
  traffic congestion	
  and accidents, in addition	
  to	
  generating	
  revenue for the	
  
government.	
   Of particular interest	
  is calculating	
  the optimal level of this tax. Based on	
  the
relative	
  social costs	
  of each	
  of these effects, empirical studies have estimated the optimal gas
tax for both California	
  (Lin and	
  Prince 2009) and the entire	
  U.S (Parry and Small 2005),	
  
finding that current levels	
  of gasoline taxes in the U.S. are less than the optimal amount.
Several	
  studies (Haughton	
  and	
  Sarkar	
  1996; Deakin	
  et al.	
  1996; Bento	
  et al.	
  2005; Davis	
  and	
  
Kilian	
  2011; Hsing	
  Y. 1994) use sophisticated econometric methods to estimate the
reductions in VMT, fuel consumption and/or emissions that	
  could be achieved by increasing	
  
the gas tax.
Of central importance to estimating the impacts of increasing the gas tax is the sensitivity	
  of
gasoline consumption to changes in price.	
   Estimates of the	
  own-‐price	
  elasticity	
  of gasoline	
  
are typically	
  generated for both the short	
  and long	
  runs,	
  where	
  the long	
  run estimates
account for endogeneity arising from	
  changes in car ownership. Fuel consumption is found
to be more inelastic in the short run, with estimates in the literature typically averaging -‐
0.26 compared to an average	
  long-‐run estimate of -‐0.86	
  (Dahl and	
  Sterner	
  1991).	
   Newer
research	
  suggests	
  that these	
  elasticities	
  are likely not constant over time (Hughes, Knittel,	
  
and Sperling	
  2006),	
  space (Gillingham	
  2010) or income groups (Blundell,	
  Horowitz,	
  and	
  
Parey 2012), and may even differ depending on the source of the price change (Li, Linn, and	
  
Muehlegger 2012).
Another major policy instrument intended to reduce fuel consumption are fuel efficiency
standards.	
   In	
  the	
  U.S., the standards are	
  called the Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE)
standards,	
  which	
  were	
  first established	
  in 1975 and	
  fall under the jurisdiction	
  of the	
  federal
government. These standards aim	
  to reduce fuel consumption by mandating the sales-‐
weighted average fuel economy for new vehicles that a manufacturer’s fleet must achieve.
Many studies have compared CAFE standards with a gasoline tax in terms of economic
efficiency and	
  ability to reduce fuel consumption (West and Williams 2005; Austin and
Dinan 2005; Anderson et al. 2011).	
   From	
  an economic perspective, a tax is generally	
  viewed
as the more efficient of the two policies due to its ability to incentivize less driving in
addition to better fuel economy. Another argument against CAFE standards is that better
fuel economy reduces the cost of driving, which may lead to an increase in VMT that offsets a
portion	
  of the fuel efficiency gains. The magnitude of this “rebound effect” has	
  been	
  
estimated to be as large as 20% (A. Greening, Greene, and Difiglio 2000; Greene, Kahn, and
Gibson 1999; Small and Van Dender 2006).

While gasoline taxes and fuel economy standards are administered at the state and federal
levels,	
  there are a host	
  of other variables at a more local scale that also affect vehicle use.
One such area for local involvement is land use.	
   Ewing and Cervero	
  (2001) present	
  an
excellent survey of more than 50 early	
  studies	
  on this	
  topic	
  in which	
  they	
  highlight
differences in the statistical methodologies and data used and summarize findings across
studies. In their review, four categories of travel variables are identified as the outcomes of
interest: trip frequencies, trip lengths, mode choices and cumulative miles traveled. The
reviewed	
  studies	
  make use of a variety	
  of variables representing	
  the built environment,
which the authors group into measures of neighborhood and activity center designs, land
use	
  patterns,	
  transportation	
  networks,	
  urban	
  design	
  features,	
  and composite	
  transit	
  design	
  
indices. The general conclusion	
  of the	
  review is that VMT	
  is lower in areas where	
  density	
  is
higher. The papers	
  arriving	
  at this	
  result utilize	
  data at a variety	
  of geographic	
  scales and
employ different statistical methodologies that	
  usually attempt to control	
  for relevant	
  
socioeconomic characteristics (see Table 1).	
  
Table	
  1: Studies finding lower VMT in areas with higher density
Study

Data	
  source

Geographic
scale	
  of	
  
analysis
Traffic
analysis zone

Statistical
controls

Travel variable
modeled

Household	
  size,
auto	
  
ownership,
income

VMT/household,
VMT/person, number
of vehicle	
  trips

Density
variables	
  
tested
Household	
  
density

Parsons,
Brinckerhoff,
Quade and
Douglass (1996)

Household	
  
surveys	
  from
Portland, OR

Holtzclaw (1994)

SmogCheck	
  
odometer
readings	
  for	
  29
SF Bay	
  Area	
  
communities

Traffic
analysis zone

Average
income

Avg. VMT/household

Population	
  
density,
Household	
  
density, %
population	
  with	
  
shopping < .25
miles

Dunphy and
Fisher (1996)

National
household	
  
surveys

Zip code

None

Trips/person, vehicle	
  
trips/person, transit	
  
trips/person, walk
trips/person,
VMT/person

Population	
  
density

Schimek (1996)

National
household	
  
surveys

Zip code

Household	
  size,
auto	
  
ownership,
income

VMT/household,
vehicle	
  
trips/household

Population	
  
density

Cervero	
  and	
  
Kockelman
(1997)

Household	
  
surveys	
  from SF	
  
Bay area

Traffic
analysis zone,
census	
  tract

Household	
  size,
auto	
  
ownership,
income

VMT/household,
VMT/household	
  for
non-‐work trips

Frank, et al.
(2000)

Household
surveys	
  from
Seattle, WA

Census	
  tracts

Household	
  size,
income,	
  
number of
vehicles

Vehicle	
  
trips/household,
VMT/household,
VHT/household

Population	
  
density,
employment	
  
density,
intensity factor	
  
of several	
  
density	
  
variables

Household	
  
density,
employment	
  
density	
  (place	
  
of residence	
  
and work)
Source: (Ewing and Cervero 2001)

Other surveys of the literature	
  present a more cloudy view regarding	
  the link between the
built environment and VMT.	
   Brownstone (2008) highlights	
  the	
  uncertainty	
  surrounding the	
  
magnitude of the link and importance of controlling	
  for self-‐selection bias.	
   He	
  argues	
  that
households	
  choose their	
  residential (and	
  work)	
  locations	
  based	
  on their	
  preferences for
different types	
  and	
  durations	
  of travel.	
   If this is the case,	
  then observed correlations
between higher density and lower VMT may simply be due	
  to the fact	
  that people who
choose to	
  live	
  in higher density	
  neighborhoods	
  are also	
  those	
  that prefer lower	
  VMT	
  and
more transit or non-‐motorized travel. To properly	
  deal with	
  self-‐selection	
  bias,	
  he argues	
  
that	
  it is important to control for observable differences between people living in high-‐
density	
  and	
  low-‐density	
  areas.	
   Brownstone comes to the conclusion	
  that	
  there are not	
  
enough reliable	
  studies	
  that control for a sufficient number of socioeconomic characteristics
to avoid self-‐selection bias, cover a representative sample of households and geographic
area, and use common measures of built environment to support strong quantitative
conclusions. Badoe and Miller (2000) reach a similar conclusion and argue that	
  gaps in	
  our
understanding of the interaction between the built environment and VMT are primarily the
result of data limitations and methodological weaknesses. They conclude that these
weaknesses have contributed to the lack	
  of clarity with respect	
  to the direction	
  and
magnitude of policy impacts.
There are several studies that attempt to quantify just how much the self-‐selection	
  issue	
  
affects estimates of the relationship between density and VMT. Chatman (2009) uses
specially designed surveys to evaluate the impact of the bias and finds that estimates of the
built environment are not significantly affected by self-‐selection	
  and	
  that even the	
  direction	
  
of the	
  bias	
  is unclear.	
   Similarly, Zhou and	
  Kockelman (2008) use a Heckman index model to
control	
  for the residential	
  choices	
  of households	
  and find that 10-‐40%	
  of observed	
  
differences in VMT	
  can	
  be	
  attributed	
  to	
  self-‐selection, depending on the particular model
used.	
  
Other areas that can be influenced by local policies and programs besides land	
  use	
  have	
  also	
  
been	
  studied.	
   Salon	
  et	
  al. (2012) conduct a thorough review of the existing empirical
literature that	
  explores the relationship	
  between	
  VMT	
  and land-‐use	
  planning, pricing,	
  non-‐
motorized transport, public transit and information. They	
  find that local actions can

substantially	
  affect VMT,	
  but also	
  conclude	
  that significant	
  gaps in the literature remain.
Suggestions for further research include analyzing the heterogeneity of policy impacts
across space, making use of improved VMT data and studying	
  interactions between multiple
policies.	
  
Data
The zip code level data used	
  in the	
  analysis	
  incorporate estimates of VMT for more than	
  20
million vehicles in 2000 based on odometer readings from	
  California’s SmogCheck program.
These estimates are directly measured	
  rather	
  than	
  reported	
  via survey	
  and	
  also	
  provide	
  
insights	
  into	
  the	
  distribution	
  of VMT	
  within	
  each	
  zip code due to	
  the	
  large number of
vehicles	
  included.	
   There are	
  1214 distinct	
  zip	
  codes used in the state-‐level	
  analysis and
geospatial data from	
  the UC Davis Information Center for the Environment (ICE) was used to
break	
  the state into 10 distinct	
  regions based on	
  land cover (Figure 1).	
   These regions are	
  
used to test	
  for spatial	
  heterogeneity	
  throughout	
  the state	
  as well as to isolate	
  particular
geographic	
  areas	
  for regional analyses. DMV registration data is used to identify the home
zip code of each	
  vehicle	
  and	
  the	
  average VMT	
  in each zip	
  code	
  is used for the analysis.	
  
Combining VMT estimates with EPA	
  fuel economy data for each vehicle provides measures
of fuel economy and allows estimates of fuel consumption to be calculated. Average
unleaded fuel prices in 2005 were obtained for each zip code from	
  the Oil Price Information
Service	
  (OPIS)1. Figure	
  1 in the appendix shows the spatial	
  distribution of VMT	
  and fuel	
  
consumption in California, which are the two primary outcome variables of interest.
To examine the relationship between density and VMT/fuel consumption, multiple measures
of density	
  are	
  calculated,	
  including population	
  density,	
  housing	
  density	
  and density	
  
measures based on geospatial data from	
  the US Geological Survey’s 2001 National Land
Cover Database (NLCD). A description of these variables can be found in Table 2 and
average values of the development intensity variables are shown in Figure	
  22. The highest
levels of density can be found in the San Francisco Bay area, South Coast, Sacramento area
and San Joaquin	
  valley.	
  
Table	
  2: Measures of density
Density measure
Population	
  density
Housing	
  density
% Open Space

Data	
  source
2000 Census
2000 Census
2001 NLCD	
  

% Low	
  intensity

2001 NLCD	
  

% Medium	
  intensity

2001 NLCD	
  

Description of how measure was calculated
Total population	
  divided	
  by Total land	
  area
Total housing	
  units divided	
  by Total land	
  area
Developed	
  land area	
  where	
  impervious surfaces account for <20% of total
land	
  cover. These	
  areas most	
  commonly	
  include	
  large-‐lot single-‐family
housing	
  units, parks, golf courses, and vegetation	
  planted in	
  develope
settings	
  for	
  recreation, erosion control, or	
  aesthetic	
  purposes.
Developed	
  land area	
  where	
  impervious surfaces account for 20-‐49% of total
land	
  cover. These	
  areas	
  most	
  commonly	
  include	
  single-‐family housing units.
Developed	
  land area	
  where	
  impervious surfaces account for 50-‐79% of total
land	
  cover. These	
  areas	
  most	
  commonly	
  include	
  single-‐family housing units.

1 To estimate	
  fuel prices for 2000, we assume that the spatial variation of	
  fuel prices	
  across	
  the state remains	
  
constant	
  between 2000 and	
  2005. This	
  allows	
  for 2005 prices	
  to be	
  used	
  to create	
  an index, which	
  can then be	
  
used to generate price estimates for 2000 based on	
  the average price in the state at that time.
2 Figure	
  1 includes	
  only	
  the shares	
  of land	
  area	
  that are	
  developed. Undeveloped	
  land	
  area	
  is	
  not	
  shown, which	
  
explains	
  why	
  the columns	
  for each region do not	
  sum to 1.

% High intensity

2001 NLCD	
  

Total % developed
Development index

n/a
n/a

Highly	
  developed areas where people reside or work	
  in	
  high	
  numbers.
Impervious surfaces account for 80-‐100% of total land cover. Examples	
  
include apartment complexes,	
  row houses and commercial/industrial.
Sum of Open Space, Low, Medium and	
  High	
  Intensity	
  percentages
Weighted sum of Open Space plus Low, Medium and High Intensity	
  
percentages. Weights: Open space = 10,	
  Low = 35,	
  Medium = 65,	
  High = 100

Figure 1: Regions of CA

Source: UC	
  Davis Information	
  Center for the Environment

Figure	
  2: Development Intensity	
  in Regions of California

Another key variable	
  that influences	
  VMT	
  is an area’s level	
  of accessibility.	
   Accessibility can
be thought	
  of as the ease with which destinations in	
  an area	
  can	
  be reached (Handy	
  and	
  
Boarnet	
  2010) and is composed of two parts: a transportation element and an activity
element. The transportation element reflects the ease of travel between points in space,
while the activity element captures the spatial distribution of activities such as work,
recreation, shopping, etc. For the	
  purposes	
  of this	
  analysis, accessibility	
  is classified	
  as	
  local
and regional	
  based on	
  work	
  done by Handy	
  (1993). Using data from	
  the 2000 census, a local	
  
accessibility index	
  was	
  calculated	
  as the number of retail stores divided by the area of
developed	
  land	
  in a zip code. To normalize the index, each zip	
  code’s value	
  was divided by
the mean value for the entire state.
Regional accessibility was defined in terms of proximity to the central business districts of
nearby metropolitan areas. To measure this,	
  the central	
  city boundary file from	
  the 2000
census was overlaid with the zip code boundaries. A binary variable was given a value of
one for zip codes that either	
  contained	
  a portion	
  of a central city	
  area or were	
  entirely	
  
enclosed by a central city area. A regional accessibility index was	
  then	
  calculated	
  for each	
  zip
code as a spatially	
  weighted average	
  of this binary	
  variable’s values in neighboring	
  zip	
  codes.	
  
Like the local accessibility	
  index,	
  dividing by the mean index value across the state
normalized the index for regional accessibility.	
   Average values of accessibility in each region
of California are	
  shown	
  in Figure 3.
Figure	
  3: Levels of Access Across California

Measures of public transportation access were gathered for the San Francisco Bay Area, Los
Angeles and San Diego based on the locations of Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART), CalTrain
stations, LA	
  Metro rail stations and San Diego MTA	
  Light Rail Stations (see Figure 4).
Dummy variables for the presence of a rail station in a zip code were created, and the

distances	
  from	
  the centroid of each zip code to the nearest station were calculated as a
measure of access. In addition, census variables measuring the fractions of a zip code’s
population who walk, ride bicycles and use public transportation to commute are included
as measures of use for those transportation modes in the analysis of all CA	
  zip codes. As
another measure of public transit accessibility, an index was created by taking a spatially
weighted average of binary variables indicating	
  the presence of a rail	
  station	
  in	
  a particular
zip code. Zip codes having more neighbors with public transit stations will have a higher
index value.
Figure	
  4: Public transit stations in Major California Cities

In addition	
  to the fuel	
  price,	
  public transit,	
  density	
  and accessibility measures, several other
variables are included to control for demographic variables and other features of the built
environment. Many of these variables come from	
  the Census3, including per capita income,
mean travel time to work, median home value,	
  race,	
  highest	
  level	
  of education,	
  fraction	
  of
3

The geographic unit of the	
  census variables is Zip	
  Code Tabulation	
  Area	
  (ZCTA), which	
  was specifically	
  
designed	
  to link census geography	
  to USPS	
  geography.

population over age 65 and population share owning more than one vehicle. The average
vehicle age in each zip code is also calculated using the model year from	
  the original
SmogCheck data.
Although we have attempted to control for self-‐selection	
  resulting from	
  residence choice as
much as possible, there are clearly relevant variables that are not included in our data. The
most important omitted variables are those that provide information about individual	
  
vehicles or individual vehicle owners. As our data currently exists, the outcome of interest
(VMT) is measured at the individual vehicle level, but we are forced to aggregate these	
  
estimates to the zip code level to match the geographic scale of the explanatory variables.	
  
More information at the individual level (income, family size, distance to work, etc.) would
potentially enable more precise estimates.
Methods
The goal of this	
  paper to estimate elasticities of VMT/fuel consumption in California with
respect to policy-‐relevant variables	
  including	
  the price	
  of gasoline, fuel economy, public
transportation access and the density of the built environment. Our methods aim	
  to
specifically	
  account	
  for two problems that are not commonly addressed in the literature	
  but
are potentially important when analyzing sample data that has a geographic component:
spatial dependence	
  and	
  spatial heterogeneity (Anselin 1988; LeSage 1999).	
   Spatia
dependence	
  exists	
  when	
  the	
  value	
  of one data point is dependent on the value of nearby data	
  
points. This may be the case for either dependent or explanatory variables. We might
expect spatial dependence to	
  be	
  present when	
  studying	
  the	
  factors	
  that influence	
  VMT	
  for
two reasons.	
   First,	
  our units of analysis (zip	
  codes) are administrative boundaries that are
unrelated to transportation behavior. Estimates of VMT in each zip code are likely to be
subject to measurement error since we are estimating VMT based on where people live and
vehicles	
  regularly	
  cross into	
  other	
  zip	
  codes.	
  
The second reason we might encounter spatial dependence is because the processes
responsible for determining the values of some variables do not occur randomly across
space.	
   As an example of this,	
  consider a city or town that expands over time.	
   As the city
grows, patterns may develop that are related to a particular neighborhood in the city or the
distance from	
  the city center (e.g. an “entertainment” district or downtown	
  areas	
  with	
  
narrow	
  streets	
  that discourage	
  driving). These patterns may create	
  patterns	
  in the	
  variables	
  
we observe and even impact patterns in driving behavior. To the	
  extent that these	
  patterns	
  
are not	
  explained by variables included in	
  a simple linear model, they will	
  result in error
terms that are correlated. Spatial heterogeneity	
  exists	
  when	
  the	
  relationship	
  between	
  
explanatory	
  variables	
  and	
  a dependent variable	
  is not constant across	
  space. If different	
  
areas of the state have	
  different vehicle fleets, travel preferences, economies or cultures,
then we may expect to obtain different estimates of the coefficients on our explanatory
variables.
As a preliminary means of examining the relationship between our variables	
  of interest and
VMT/fuel consumption, OLS models were specified for each of the three	
  geographic	
  scales of	
  
analysis (all of CA, SF Bay/Delta,	
  South Coast).	
   Each model includes a spatial lag	
  of fuel price

plus measures of public transportation access and regional access, which are also spatially	
  
lagged variables.	
   These spatial lags are	
  simply weighted averages	
  of a given variable’s	
  values	
  
in neighboring	
  zip codes. The weights	
  that define which zip	
  codes are “neighbors”	
  to each
other	
  are organized into a spatial weights matrix.
The OLS models provide a baseline set of estimates for later comparison with the	
  spatial
econometric models. While including spatially lagged explanatory variables in the models
allows for those variables to impact the dependent variable in other geographic areas, the
primary concern regarding these estimates is that the assumptions required	
  for OLS to	
  be	
  
unbiased and efficient	
  do	
  not hold if the data	
  exhibit spatial	
  dependence	
  and/or spatial	
  
heterogeneity. With spatial dependence, there are two possible problems. Spatial
autocorrelation	
  in	
  the dependent	
  variable violates the assumption	
  that	
  data	
  observations are
independent. This is the same problem	
  that exists when OLS is used with a dependent
variable that is correlated over time. The other way in which spatial dependence is a
problem	
  is if there are omitted variables that are correlated	
  across	
  space.	
   In this	
  case,	
  the	
  
error terms will also be spatially	
  auto-‐correlated and the OLS assumption of independently	
  
distributed error terms will be violated. Finally, spatial heterogeneity is a problem	
  for OLS
because OLS assumes that the	
  relationship	
  between	
  explanatory	
  variables	
  and	
  the	
  
dependent variable is constant throughout the sample. If this assumption does not hold,
then	
  OLS	
  is inefficient	
  and a heteroskedastically-‐robust estimator should be used.
Modeling	
  spatial	
  heterogeneity	
  is relatively	
  straightforward	
  an is carried out by	
  runnin
OLS	
  in	
  each of the 10 regions of the state. We focus on	
  two of these regions,	
  the SF Bay/Delta	
  
and the South Coast.	
   These two regions contain	
  748 of the 1214 zip	
  codes included in	
  the
statewide analysis and also contain a majority of California’s population. To obtain	
  
estimates that are robust to any spatial dependence that is present, we specify a set of mixed
spatial autoregressive models of the form

where M and W are spatial weight matrices and the outcome variable of interest is the
average VMT or fuel consumption in zip	
  code	
  i. The matrix X contains explanatory variables
and γWX represents spatial lags of a subset of those variables. The parameters λ and ρ are	
  
measures of the degree of spatial dependence present	
  in the dependent	
  variable	
  and error
term, respectively. By restricting the values of λ and ρ, the model can be augmented to
include	
  a spatially	
  auto-‐correlated	
  dependent variable	
  only	
  (ρ=0), a spatially	
  auto-‐correlated	
  
error term	
  only (λ=0) or both	
  (λ and ρ ≠ 0).	
   Estimating the parameters of interest in this
model requires the	
  use of either Maximum	
  Likelihood (ML) or Generalized	
  Two-‐Stage	
  Least	
  
Squares	
  (GS2SLS)	
  estimation because OLS estimates will be biased and inconsistent (LeSage	
  
1999).	
   In the case	
  where	
  λ and ρ are	
  both set	
  equal to zero, the model collapses to OLS with
spatially	
  lagged	
  explanatory	
  variables. Due to the large number of explanatory variables
included	
  in the	
  model, this paper uses the less computing intensive GS2SLS estimator. In

addition to using these spatial models for the entire state, they were also estimated for the
SF Bay/Delta	
  and South Coast	
  regions.	
  
The use of spatial econometric models involves two important specification decisions that
must be made a priori and can potentially have significant implications on the results
(Plümper and Neumayer 2010).	
   The first	
  of these decisions is the structure	
  of the spatia
dependence.	
   This decision should be primarily	
  based	
  on theories	
  of how the	
  variables	
  of
interest are	
  related	
  across	
  space.	
   In this	
  paper,	
  we	
  argue	
  that the	
  average annual VMT	
  (and
fuel consumption) for a particular zip	
  code	
  is a function	
  of the demographic, vehicle and built
environment characteristics of that	
  zip	
  code as well	
  as the fuel	
  prices,	
  transit	
  stations and
amenities of	
  nearby	
  zip	
  codes. We believe that	
  VMT in	
  a zip	
  code is not influenced	
  by	
  VMT	
  
in neighboring	
  zip codes,	
  except through	
  these explanatory	
  variables.	
   Put another way, we
assume that the distance a vehicle travels and the fuel consumed over the course of a year
are not directly impacted by the VMT and fuel consumption of vehicles in other zip	
  codes.
Any spatial correlation that exists in VMT and fuel consumption can thus be completely
attributed to spatial	
  correlation	
  in	
  the explanatory	
  variables.	
   Under this assumption,	
  any
relevant omitted explanatory variables that are correlated over space will result in the error
term	
  being spatially correlated. This suggests a specification	
  setting	
  λ=0 and allowing	
  for
spatially	
  autocorrelated	
  errors only	
  (i.e.	
  the SARE model). Diagnostic tests for spatial
autocorrelation in the error and lagged dependent variable together with the parameter
estimates of lambda and rho are used to assess	
  the	
  validity of this assumption. Other
specifications (SAR and SARAR(1,1)) are also estimated for each geographic area as a
robustness check, however, the SARE model will be the preferred specification for
interpretation.	
  
The other important a priori	
  decisions that must be made involve the spatial weights
matrices (SWM) that are	
  used for creating	
  the spatially	
  lagged independent	
  variables and
determining the structure of the spatial error/lag dependence. Two	
  characteristics	
  of the	
  
SWM must be determined: row standardization and functional form. Row standardization	
  
means that for each row of the matrix each cell is divided by its row sum, resulting in a new
weighting matrix in which the weights in each row now must add up to one.	
   This makes any
spatial	
  lag a weighted average	
  of values	
  in neighboring	
  locations.	
   In contrast,	
  if the
weighting matrix is not row-‐standardized,	
  then	
  the	
  spatial lag	
  is a weighted	
  sum of the
values	
  in neighboring	
  locations.	
   Row-‐standardizing	
  has	
  the	
  benefit of enabling	
  spatially
lagged variables to be interpreted as weighted averages,	
  but also changes the relative
weights given	
  to neighboring	
  locations (Plümper and Neumayer 2010). The basic	
  
consequence is that in a row-‐standardized matrix the relative impact of a neighbor
decreases as the number of neighbors increases, whereas in a non-‐standardized matrix all
neighbors	
  have equal weights4.
The functional form	
  of the SWM has to do	
  with how the “neighbors”	
  of a given location are	
  
determined and determines the amount of spatial connectivity that exists in the model. In
existing spatial econometric work, the two variables overwhelmingly used to measure this
connectivity	
  are contiguity	
  and geographic	
  distance	
  (Beck,	
  Gleditsch,	
  and Beardsley	
  2006).	
  
4

See Plumper and Neumayer (2010) for	
  a more detailed explanation

With a contiguous SWM, neighbors are defined as areas that share a common geographic
border.	
   If geographic distance is used,	
  then	
  all areas within	
  a given	
  radius are considered
neighbors. Using distance comes with the added flexibility of allowing the influence of more
proximate neighbors to be larger than the influence of more distant neighbors. This is
accomplished by assigning weights that are inversely proportional to the distance separating
two units.	
   Overall,	
  there is tremendous flexibility in choosing a functional form	
  for the SWM,
which can have the negative consequence of allowing researchers to choose a form	
  that
produces results	
  supporting	
  their	
  hypotheses.	
  
In this paper,	
  the SWM used to created spatial	
  lags of independent variables	
  are	
  row-‐
standardized, while the SWM attached to lagged dependent variables and error terms are
non-‐standardized. Weights	
  were	
  chosen to	
  be	
  inversely	
  proportional to	
  the	
  square	
  of the	
  
distance	
  between	
  the	
  geographic	
  centers	
  of each	
  zip code for the statewide	
  analysis. As such,
the influence of a variable in another zip code rapidly decreases as it becomes further from	
  
the zip	
  code of interest.	
   For the	
  regional analyses	
  (SF	
  Bay/Delta and	
  South	
  Coast), weights	
  
were based on	
  contiguity.	
  The rationale behind using different functional forms for different
analyses has to do with the geographic size of zip codes. At the state level, there is
considerable	
  variability	
  i zip code size. Because of this,	
  small zip codes that are surrounded
by other small zip codes are more likely to have variables that are related to each other
simply because they are closer together. Using an inverse distance weight in the SWM allows
the impact of neighboring zip codes to decrease as distance increases. Constructing	
  the
spatially-‐lagged variables in this manner is similar to using “gravity-‐based”	
  variables that	
  are
common in studies of accessibility (Handy	
  1993). In the SF Bay/Delta	
  and South Coast	
  
regions, there is much less variability in the size of zip codes, but large	
  differences can exist
between	
  zip	
  codes located in	
  the central	
  city versus those in	
  the suburbs or exurbs.	
  Using	
  
weights based on	
  contiguity in this scenario	
  
Results
1. All of California
As a baseline, simple OLS models including	
  a spatial	
  lag of fuel	
  price were estimated with
heteroskedastic-‐robust standard	
  errors for each	
  geographic	
  area of interest.	
   To address	
  
potential spatial autocorrelation in the dependent variable and/or error term, three versions
of the	
  spatial autoregressive models presented in Equation (1) were also estimated. The
first model (SAR) includes a spatial lag of the dependent variable with coefficient λ, the
second model (SARE) includes a spatially lagged error term	
  with coefficient ρ, and the third	
  
model (SARAR) includes both a lagged dependent variable and a lagged error. Our first
order of business is to examine differences in VMT and fuel consumption over the entire
state. The marginal effects from	
  each model are presented in Table 3.
In every	
  specification, zip codes with longer average commute times, younger populations,
larger numbers of rural inhabitants and newer vehicles have higher average VMT. Income
and job	
  density	
  show	
  no significant	
  relationship	
  with VMT at the state level	
  (this result	
  holds	
  
in the regional analyses as well). Examining the coefficients on fuel price, the results indicate

that	
  a $1 increase in	
  the price of gasoline results in	
  a decrease in	
  average VMT by a little
more than 1,800 miles. Given that the average price of gasoline in CA	
  during 2000 was $1.67
and average VMT in the state was 11,660 miles, this corresponds to an elasticity of
approximately -‐0.27	
  with	
  a 95% confidence interval of [-‐0.33,	
  -‐0.19].	
  The use	
  of public	
  
transportation and bicycles for commuting significantly	
  reduces VMT,	
  however	
  zip codes
with more people who walk to work drive more. The measures of access included are
consistently	
  negative	
  (i.e. better	
  access results	
  in lower	
  VMT),	
  but not significant in any of
the specifications.
Table	
  3: VMT results for all of California
Dependent Variable = Avg. VMT

OLS

SAR

Avg. Fuel Economy
Mean Commute Time To Work
Per Capita Income
(Normalized Per Capita Income)^2
Job Density
% Older Than 65
Average Vehicle Age
Rural Population %
Spatial Lag Of Avg Unl Fuel Price
Public Transportation
Bicycle
Walked
% Open Space
% Low Intensity Development
% Medium Intensity Development
% High Intensity Development
Local Access Index
Regional Access Index
Constant

-80.43
91.24**
-0.0234
2.00e-08
0.00312
-65.67**
-627.8**
7.737**
-1,860
-42.40**
-25.62
19.21*
7.519*
-4.127*
-15.35**
-0.161
-16.31
-27.69
25,179**

-83.55*
90.71**
-0.0250*
3.38e-08
0.00334
-66.70**
-629.2**
8.197**
-1,904**
-41.58**
-27.08
20.86**
6.602*
-4.618
-15.93**
-0.663
-15.99
-32.57
25,054**

Observations
R2

lambda

SARE

0.0208

-71.83*
92.94**
-0.0181
-2.54e-08
-0.000968
-60.53**
-699.3**
8.078**
-1,829**
-48.94**
-44.36**
19.59**
3.714
-3.821
-12.39**
4.167
-5.442
-79.22
26,169**

rho

SARAR(1,1)

lambda

rho

1.033**

-56.28
88.29**
-0.0163
-4.73e-08
-0.00149
-59.13**
-718.7**
9.068**
-1,810**
-46.38**
-56.30**
19.86**
2.871
-6.354*
-11.26**
6.516*
-2.920
-108.6
25,712**

0.0229

1.070**

1,214

1,214

1,214

1,214
1,214
1,214
1,214
1,214
0.771
** p<0.01, * p<0.05, Marginal Effects reported

One surprising result that deserves some discussion is the negative and (in some
specifications)	
  significant coefficient on fuel economy. Well-‐established	
  theory	
  and	
  
empirical literature	
  exist on the	
  rebound	
  effect,	
  which	
  predicts	
  that VMT	
  should	
  increase	
  as	
  
fuel economy increases due to a decrease in the cost of driving. There are two potential
explanations	
  for the	
  negative	
  coefficient we	
  observe.	
   The first is that environmental
attitudes are not	
  controlled for in	
  our analysis.	
  If people who care more about the
environment buy more fuel-‐efficient vehicles,	
  but also	
  drive less	
  because	
  o their	
  
environmental preferences then	
  our fuel	
  efficiency coefficient	
  will	
  be biased in	
  the negative
direction. A second possible explanation involves vehicle size and unobserved costs
associated with driving in metropolitan areas. It may be that people who live in urban areas
buy smaller vehicles because of parking or space constraints associated	
  with	
  cities.	
   If city	
  
residents also drive less because of congestion, added stress from	
  urban driving or concerns
about	
  parking	
  availability,	
  then	
  our fuel	
  efficiency	
  coefficient	
  will	
  be negatively biased due	
  to
the strong positive correlation	
  between	
  vehicle	
  size and	
  fuel efficiency.

Turning now to the density variables, we find an interesting pattern amongst different
intensities of development. Open space, which is the lowest classification of development
intensity,	
  is positively	
  related	
  to	
  VMT	
  whereas low, medium	
  and high intensity development
are all negatively related to VMT. Of all the density variables, only medium	
  intensity
development is robustly significant across all specifications. This result suggests that any
benefits that	
  could be achieved by altering the built environment in terms of VMT reductions
would likely come from	
  increasing the amount of medium	
  intensity development. The
magnitude of the density impact is relatively small, so that converting 10% of land area from	
  
rural to	
  medium	
  intensity development would decrease average VMT by approximately 110-‐
160 miles per year.
Table	
  4: Fuel Consumption in California
Dependent Variable = Avg. Fuel Consumption
Avg. Fuel Economy
Mean Commute Time To Work
Per Capita Income
(Normalized Per Capita Income)^2
Job Density
% Older Than 65
Average Vehicle Age
Rural Population %
Spatial Lag Of Avg Unl Fuel Price
Public Transportation:
Bicycle
Walked
% Open Space
% Low Intensity Development
% Medium Intensity Development
% High Intensity Development
Local Access Index
Regional Access Index
Constant
Observations
R2

OLS

SAR

lambda

SARE

rho

-22.97** -23.52**
-22.95**
3.779**
3.757**
3.838**
-0.000651 -0.000741
-0.000507
-1.92e-09 -1.16e-09
-3.59e-09
3.94e-05 5.14e-05
-9.19e-05
-2.526** -2.586**
-2.327**
-17.93** -17.91**
-20.31**
0.378**
0.407**
0.382**
-72.47
-75.20**
-69.70**
-1.681** -1.624**
-2.054**
-0.169
-0.248
-1.047
0.850
0.951**
0.880**
0.299
0.247
0.159
-0.176*
-0.205
-0.157
-0.632** -0.664**
-0.507**
0.000497 -0.0270
0.208
-0.385
-0.371
-0.0437
0.538
0.321
-1.073
1,434**
1,424** 0.0313* 1,471** 1.029**
1,214
1,214
1,214
1,214
0.812
** p<0.01, * p<0.05, Marginal Effects reported

1,214

SARAR(1,1) lambda
-22.71**
3.660**
-0.000438
-4.59e-09
-8.81e-05
-2.259**
-20.93**
0.424**
-69.02**
-1.963**
-1.554*
0.899**
0.123
-0.259*
-0.460**
0.311*
-0.0276
-2.380
1,446**
1,214

rho

0.0274 1.067**
1,214

The other primary relationship of interest at the	
  state	
  level is that between fuel economy
and fuel consumption. Table 4 shows estimates for the same four models using average fuel
consumption as the dependent variable instead of average VMT. The impact of fuel economy
on fuel consumption is stable and significant in each model specification. The models predict
that a one mile-‐per-‐gallon increase in average fuel economy would result in average fuel
consumption declining by about 23 gallons per year. The average fuel economy from	
  the	
  
data is 28 mpg and the average fuel consumption is 461.4 gallons, so this translates to an
elasticity	
  of -‐1.38	
  with	
  a 95% confidence interval of [-‐1.56,	
  -‐1.19].	
   Using the	
  results	
  in Table	
  
UU to	
  calculate	
  the	
  own	
  price elasticity	
  of gasoline	
  produces an estimate of -‐0.25 with a 95%
C.I. of [-‐0.33,	
  -‐0.18].

1,214

The estimates of lambda and rho in Tables 3 and 4 provide some insights into the nature of
spatial dependence	
  with	
  regards	
  to	
  transportation	
  variables	
  at the	
  state	
  level.	
  Neither	
  the	
  
SAR nor SARAR model estimates a lambda that is significantly different from	
  zero, but both
the SARE and SARAR models have large, positive estimates of rho. As a further check on the
structure	
  of spatial dependence	
  across	
  the	
  state,	
  several diagnostic	
  tests	
  were	
  used,	
  
including Moran’s I test and Lagrange multiplier (LM) tests (see Table	
  5). Moran’s	
  I is a
general	
  test for the presence	
  of any spatial dependence, while the LM	
  tests are	
  able to
examine the lag of the dependent variable and error terms individually. The null hypothesis	
  
in each	
  test is that there	
  is no spatial autocorrelation.	
  
Table	
  5: Diagnostic tests for spatial dependence
Test
Statistic p-value
Moran’s I
20.51
0.0000
LM Error
363.85
0.0000
Robust LM Error 356.33
0.0000
LM Lag
7.62
0.0058
Robust LM Lag
0.09
0.7613

The results	
  for Moran’s	
  I test and	
  the	
  LM tests	
  for spatially	
  autocorrelated	
  errors are	
  highly	
  
significant and	
  definitively	
  reject the	
  null hypothesis.	
   When	
  applied	
  to	
  the	
  dependent
variable,	
  the	
  base	
  version of the	
  LM test easily	
  rejects	
  the null, however the robust	
  version	
  of
test is not able to reject the null hypothesis. Combined with the parameter estimates of λ
and ρ, these results support our assumption that spatial dependence is an important factor
and comes from	
  the error term, not	
  VMT.
2. San Francisco Bay/Delta area
In addition to examining VMT and fuel consumption throughout the entire state of CA, it is
also informative to zoom	
  in to a more regional scale because of the authority that local and
regional governments have with respect to	
  transportation	
  policy.	
   The final two	
  sections	
  of
this paper examine the relationships between VMT and key policy variables in the two
largest metropolitan regions of the state: the San Francisco Bay Area/Sacramento River
Delta (SF	
  Bay/Delta)	
  and the coastal region containing Los Angeles and San Diego (South
Coast).
The results	
  for the	
  SF Bay/Delta region are	
  presented	
  in Table	
  6.	
   In place of the generic	
  
public transportation variable from	
  the census used in the CA	
  analysis, here we bring in the	
  
measures of transit availability specific to the area (namely, BART and CalTrain)5. As in the
CA	
  analysis, the estimates of lambda6 and rho point to the SARE model as the preferred
specification.	
  
5

All other independent variables	
  are	
  the	
  same	
  as	
  in the	
  CA analysis, but	
  we	
  report	
  only those	
  that	
  are	
  most	
  
policy-‐relevant.
6 Although the estimates for lambda	
  in	
  the SAR and SARAR models are significant, the magnitudes are
effectively	
  zero	
  for all practical	
  purposes.

Table	
  6: Spatial Autoregressive	
  results for San Francisco Bay/Delta Region
Dependent Variable = Avg. VMT

OLS

SAR

Avg. Fuel Economy
Mean Commute Time To Work
Job Density
Spatial Lag Of Avg Unl Fuel Price
Bart Station Access
Caltrain Station Access
Bicycle
Walked
% Open Space
% Low Intensity Development
% Medium Intensity Development
% High Intensity Development
Local Access Index
Regional Access Index
Constant

-172.4
78.55**
-0.0122
60.36
-609.1**
506.2*
-60.03**
32.77*
-5.609
-0.716
-3.894
-4.780
1.346
-281.6*
30,470**

-164.9
75.51**
-0.0113
146.2
-572.7**
510.2*
-58.67**
28.82*
-6.522
-1.713
-4.743*
-4.918
1.746
-236.3*
30,155**

Observations
R2

lambda

SARE

-0.00355*

-158.1
73.30**
-0.0127
104.0
-619.2**
304.8
-66.52**
29.12*
-3.721
-0.0864
-4.281
-3.427
-6.683
-328.7*
30,798**

rho

SARAR(1,1)

0.108**

-136.0
64.02**
-0.0118
196.4
-588.9**
131.0
-70.36**
20.33
-3.154
-1.385
-5.294*
-1.800
-12.71
-366.1*
30,824**

244
244
244
244
244
0.870
** p<0.01, * p<0.05, Marginal Effects reported

244

lambda

rho

-0.00414* 0.127**
244

There are	
  several key	
  differences between	
  these	
  results	
  and	
  those	
  for the	
  entire	
  state.	
   Public	
  
transportation	
  access and bicycle usage results in	
  lower VMT, however access to BART and
CalTrain do not appear to have the same effect. Access to BART significantly reduces VMT,
but the coefficient	
  for CalTrain	
  access is not statistically different from	
  zero. Density in this
region is for the most part insignificant, as is the price of gasoline. The insignificance	
  of
gasoline price is likely due to a loss of variation in prices from	
  limiting the analysis to a
smaller geographic area (see Appendix for spatial variation in gasoline prices). The other	
  
primary factor in explaining VMT in the SF Bay/Delta region is regional access.	
   These results	
  
indicate	
  that successful policies	
  for reducing VMT	
  in the	
  S Bay	
  area would	
  focus on
improving public transit access and improving regional accessibility.
3. South	
  Coast
Results for VMT	
  in the South Coast	
  region	
  are	
  presented	
  in Table	
  7.	
   As in the SF Bay/Delta
analysis, the generic public transportation variable was replaced with measures of access to
Los Angeles Metro Rail and San Diego Metropolitan Transit Authority stations. The results in
this region	
  are noticeably different from	
  those in the previous section. Whereas the story in	
  
the SF Bay/Delta	
  region	
  was about	
  public transit	
  and regional	
  access,	
  in	
  southern	
  California	
  
differences in VMT	
  can be	
  attributed	
  to	
  differences in density	
  and both	
  local and regional	
  
access. In the South Coast region, public transit availability has a negligible impact on VMT.
This indicates highly inelastic demand for automobile travel that is in part due to a lack of
feasible	
  substitutes. The impact of fuel price is negative,	
  but as	
  with	
  the	
  SF/Delta analysis,	
  a
lack of spatial variation in prices at the regional level prevents the effect from	
  being
statistically	
  significant.	
   Zip codes with more medium	
  density development have lower
average VMT and high-‐density development also may reduce VMT. Finally, both local	
  and
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regional access	
  are important factors in determining VMT in southern California. Policies
aimed at improving access have the potential to significantly reduce VMT as well as
congestion and emissions.
Table	
  7: Spatial Autoregressive	
  results for South Coast (Los Angeles & San Diego Areas)
Dependent Variable = Avg. VMT

OLS

Avg. Fuel Economy
Mean Commute Time To Work
Job Density
Spatial Lag Of Avg Unl Fuel Price
Public Transit Access
Bicycle
Walked
Open Space
% Low Intensity Development
% Medium Intensity Development
% High Intensity Development
Local Access Index
Regional Access Index
Constant

-42.66
74.26**
-0.00830
-116.3
205.9
89.39
-0.953
4.935
-2.468
-12.88**
-7.848*
-90.81**
-370.6**
29,394**

Observations
R2

SAR

lambda

-43.07
71.92**
-0.00798
-84.35
168.3
91.18
-2.396
5.506
-3.167
-12.96**
-7.364*
-102.2**
-341.1**
29,678** -0.00368**

SARE
-20.21
76.57**
-0.00522
-276.5
210.1
54.51
-0.421
3.090
-1.906
-11.70**
-5.690
-68.53*
-383.3**
28,180**

rho

SARAR(1,1)

lambda

rho

0.117**

-12.29
76.37**
-0.00423
-344.2
193.2
31.26
-1.436
2.922
-2.552
-10.41**
-3.047
-63.05*
-385.8**
27,578**

-0.00269

0.124**

504

504

504

504
504
504
504
504
0.853
** p<0.01, * p<0.05, Marginal Effects reported

Conclusions
Using a uniquely	
  rich dataset	
  based on VMT estimates covering the	
  entire	
  state	
  of California,	
  
this paper examined spatial trends in VMT across the state and investigated the potentia
link	
  between	
  VMT and several policy-‐relevant variables. Robust estimates were obtained by
explicitly modeling spatial dependence and heterogeneity using spatial autoregressive
models. Using data from	
  the entire state, the elasticities of VMT and fuel consumption with
respect to gasoline price were estimated to be -‐0.27	
  and	
  -‐0.25, respectively, and improving
the average fuel economy of vehicles on the road by 10% would reduce fuel consumption by
an estimated 13.7%. Important determinants of VMT vary by region and imply different
policy strategies. Reducing VMT and vehicle emissions in the SF Bay/Delta region may best
be achieved by expanding	
  public transportation/non-‐vehicular	
  infrastructure,	
  while	
  the	
  
better option	
  in	
  the South Coast	
  region	
  would be to improve access and encourage higher
densities.

Appendix
Figure	
  1: Spatial distributions of average	
  VMT, average	
  fuel economy, average fuel	
  consumption,	
  
average	
  gasoline	
  prices an development intensity	
  for California zip codes	
  in 2000
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